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Dear Hiro, dear friends,

during the past week I am on work on the new BIU web site. This week I
send to Hiro, Lukas, Scott and Jean the password to access and see the
first version and help me to publish information and organize the web
site. Today are past 2 week since the start of discussion about Elite
category (Scratch promotion) and Technical Commission don’t have
send news, communication or decision. I think that is not possible
waiting over this time. So I think the answer from TC is: Only the first 3
Riders. I would like remember to all member that Presidium consisting
of:
Mr. Hiro, Giuliano, Lukas, Scott, Jean.

Best regards,
Giuliano
Dear Giuliano,

I and Jury have decided the top 3 from Scratch to be promoted to Elite
on 5th August in the last meeting in Sonico. And we promised the rest
should be decided the later.
As you wrote that if this matter should be decide by TC only, why you
put presidium and my name? And how come you can close the matter
like that? TC even does not start the discussion yet. Is it right? What
will be No. 4 and No. 8? They are waiting for the answer.

Sincerely yours,
Hiro

Dear Jason,

I send you copy of BIU Statute. You can see the Article 11:
“The BIU Technical Group will decide the number of the riders who can
be accepted into the category Elite after the end of the World
Championship. 3 as the minimum and 8 as the maximum from the
Scratch (Junior + Senior) ranking will be promoted to the category Elite.
[…]”
We waiting the decision of Technical Group. I hope they arrive to decide
very soon. I repeat: my opinion is that Zhao is good for Elite. But I am
not in Technical Commission. Sorry.

Dear Jason,
today I received a gift from China: Ms. Yuan Yuan send me two box of
green tea. I am very happy!
I will drink like your instruction.

Best regards,
Giuliano
Dear friends,

besides the discussion about Elite 2013 there are few more topics to
talk about. Im not sure if I missed something important. Excuse me if Im
wrong in something.

1) PRESIDIUM
After WBC in Sonico the structure of BIU changed according to BIU
statute. We got some new work positions in this new structure and I
believe we all want to work for BIU. BIU statute says that there are these
positions: Vice-president, Organisation director, Technical Commission,
Riders delegate. Im sorry for stupid question: Who is going to distribute
the work and competences to Presidium members? Is it the Presidium
members themselves? If yes, then we should also talk about who makes

what work. We shall determine what Vice president's job is...,
Organisation director's job is..., Technical Commission, Riders delegate
etc... Then we can start to work more effectively. I'll be happy to collect
your opinions and build the working scheme of the Presidium. Let me
know your thoughts.

2) GENERAL SECRETARY
The document "Minutes of Biketrial International Union (BIU) Annual
General Assembly" from Sonico says this:"New General Secretary will
be voted by new Presidium as soon as possible." It is almost four
weeks and nothing happened. Giuliano already said that he candidates
for this position. Im very happy for this. He is the one who is doing the
most of work now. On August 13th I already voted for Giuliano. I would
like to ask other Presidium members to tell their opinion about General
Secretary. Is there any other candidate?

3) ELITE 2013
Quite hard topic. Let's make it simple please. The technical comission
should make a decision. I believe that it is not so difficult. Top 3 riders
goes to Elite automaticly. Important thing is if the riders from 4-8 "want"
to ride in Elite and if they send a "request" to be promoted. Then the
Technical comission makes a decision. It would be nice to announce
Elite 2013 at new BIU website. It would be nice opening. That's all from
my side. Elite 2013 determination is not in my competence.

4) WBC 2013
Im happy to see that there are some candidates. Im looking forward for
more news about this.

5) PRESIDIUM MEETING
On September 22nd there will be final round of European Biketrial Cup
in Znojmo (CZE). I think this is very good opportunity to meet Presidium
members and talk about the future. I will be very happy if we can meet
there. Are you coming Giuliano? Jean? Radim? Stefan? and Scott?

Im looking forward to hear your thoughts.

Thanks for your time!
Lukas
Dear Lukas,

About Elite, "if they send a "request" to be promoted" is only the
opinion of Giuliano. This is not in the rules. We never took the way. We
only accept “request” to be demoted from Elite. We have been decided
the numbers of Elite from Scratch by discussion in the final jury
meeting with the delegates concerning to the WBC in that year.

Sincerely yours,
Hiro
Dear Hiro, dear Giuliano,

After the last news I had seen, I am a little bit surprised about the
discussion of this matter. Mine is a difficult position because I had been
involved in the BIU board of management and I am also the father of 4th
classified in scratch.

I just beg you to submit to the competent board the decision of the
promotion following the rules: between 3 and 8 scratch riders can be
promoted for 2013 Elite category. The board has just to consider how
many scratch top riders are prepared. After that, the board can also
consider any request of demotion (in case the rider feels not prepared
or any other valid reason). Why not?

It had been usually an easy matter and I do not understand why it is not
right now.

Sincerely yours,
Màrius Mollà

VIDEO
Dear Giuliano,

Is everything all right? Last I receive BIU News was a week ago.
I also still don't know the final results this year (revised + completed
scratch)?

Look forward to hearing from you,
Yosnison Maretsa
INDONESIA

p.s.: WBC Sonico, Italy video from Samuele Iacoponi is very nice,
thanks for upload it!
Dear Yosnison,
I am happy if you like WBC video from Samuele. Samuele is a young
guy that ride BikeTrial in Italian Championship and hobby of Video. I
wait another very good production in the next weeks about WBC.
Mr. Hiro sent result very soon after the last competition in Sonico. I
have publish on biketrialitalia.it.
We had requested from some Rider in Scratch category for promotion in
Elite Category but Technical Committee say no (no answer). Mr. Hiro
waiting the TC but today I think the time is expired for Scratch question.
Thank you for your email Yosnison,

Best regards,
Giuliano

Dear Giuliano,

Glad to hear from you.
People like Samuele is very good and important for biketrial, glad to see
there are more and more video about WBC.
I have that file from biketrialitalia.it and eurobiketrial.com right after
uploaded, so this is the right and complete final results.

Best regards,
Yosnison Maretsa
INDONESIA
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